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The US economy has gone from strength to strength and appears to be a stand out
for the global economy for the first time since the GFC. However China, Europe
and Japan are struggling with economic growth challenges while attempting to
fend off deflation.
AUSTRALIA

UK

Economic momentum has eased, falling business and consumer
confidence are weighing on spending and investment, housing
has cooled off and will likely soften further, while the
Government unsurprisingly revealed a budget deficit blowout.
Against all this, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) continues
to weigh all the information when looking at potential rate cuts;
preferring to talk down the Australian dollar to boost the
economy and soften increasing headwinds.

As we move into 2015, expectations that the Bank of England
(BOE) is close to raising interest rates for the first time since
July 2007 have been pared right back. This is largely due to
growth in the UK being softer than originally thought, inflation
being quite weak, and the uncertainty created by the upcoming
general elections.

US

Weakening growth in China will continue to pressure prices and
add to the disinflation environment. There are widespread
opinions about whether or not the authorities will step up
stimulus measures to offset this risk but it is anticipated the
People’s Bank of China (PBOC) will be inclined to cut interest
rates again, especially if 2014’s final quarter GDP is weaker than
target.

The US ended 2014 on a reasonably solid footing with both
household and business sectors remaining relatively robust
despite a slight easing. Solid job gains offset by subdued wages
imply the US Federal Reserve (Fed) can continue to push out
potential rate hikes until it becomes clearer that its twin goals of
employment and inflation are moving toward target levels.

CHINA

JAPAN
Following his sweeping victory in the snap elections in
December, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has not wasted
any time in attempting to prop up his recession-hit economy,
approving an emergency stimulus package and vowing to push
ahead with structural reform, the ‘third arrow’ of his ‘Abenomics’
program, to reflate the economy.

EUROZONE
Inflation fell in the Eurozone for the first time in five years
adding pressure on the European Central Bank (ECB) to up the
ante in its fight against deflation. Recent comments indicate
policymakers are ready to undertake a more substantive
quantitative easing program in an effort to break the
deflationary spiral and spur economic activity.
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What is the forecast for the Australian economy over
2015?
Key points
> Australian growth is predicted to be below

potential and has been dragged down by the fall in
mining investment. A currency weakness is
expected to mitigate softer economic activity, while
household spending could get a moderate uplift
from lower petrol prices, lower interest rates and
the positive wealth effect of higher house prices.
> In the US, inflation will likely come in below target

due to a stronger currency and lower energy prices
but stronger growth could see inflation start to
emerge and prompt the need for interest rate
normalisation.
> The fragile and uncertain Japanese economy fell

into a recession in the third quarter of 2014 but is
improving. The recovery could be supported by
delaying the proposed consumption tax hike, lower
oil prices, and potentially additional monetary and
fiscal stimulus.
> Consumer prices have remained below the ECB’s

target rate of 2% for 22 consecutive months. The
Eurozone faces a further fall in prices and
weakening growth that will lead to higher
unemployment and delays in spending and
investment.
> Higher imports and lower than expected

Government and business investment have caused
UK growth to slow down, while consumer spending
appears to have held steady. The recent plunge in
oil prices, while good for households would be
negative for capital investment and Government
revenues. In addition, the prospect of a hung
parliament means political uncertainty will continue
to have a significant negative impact.
> The continuing disinflation trend in China means

the PBOC will be inclined to cut interest rates again.
There are calls for further stimulus to offset the
slower pace of growth and increase jobs which will
help to mitigate social instability.
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Consumer confidence recently fell to its lowest level since August
2011, while business confidence also plummeted to its lowest level
since July 2013, which leads us to believe the Australian economy
is likely to function well below potential this year. Growth will be
dragged down by the fall in mining investment and weakness in
the economies of our key trading partners. Stronger non-mining
activity will be crucial for improved economic prospects in the
future but will not be sufficient enough to be significant in the
short term to replace the sharp contraction in the resources
sector activity. Improvement in non-mining investment
intentions are encouraging and could provide tailwind support
through a weaker exchange rate. Consumers are likely to remain
cautious due to job uncertainty but we expect a moderate
strengthening in spending on the back of lower petrol prices,
possible lower interest rates and the wealth effect of higher
house prices. The RBA prefers at this stage to see continued
depreciation in the Australian dollar stimulate the economy rather
than cut interest rates further but will continue to evaluate this
based on available information.

When is the Fed expected to raise the US funds rate
and what will drive it?
Given most US economic indicators keep improving, the Fed may
be closer to raising the funds rate by mid-year, for the first time
since 2006. However, at this stage, only one of its key criteria is
on track. Between full employment and 2% inflation, only the
former appears to have been met. December labour data was
encouraging but a reasonable amount of slack remains. This
suggests the Fed can afford to wait longer before moving on
rates. Growth is expected to come in on trend, driven by easing
financial conditions, improving labour confidence, and more
willingness by consumers to take on debt and businesses to take
on investment. Inflation will likely come in below target thanks to
a stronger currency and lower oil prices, but the increased
prospect of a pickup in wages growth could see it rise more
quickly than anticipated. Given the fragile nature of the global
economy the pace of rates increases will be very gradual to
ensure steady growth.

How will the re-election of Shinzo Abe impact
recovery in Japan this year?
The fragile Japanese economy went into recession in the third
quarter of 2014, but appears to be improving. Recovery may be
supported by Abe delaying the proposed consumption tax hike
until April 2017, sharply lower oil prices, and potential additional
monetary and fiscal stimulus. However, Japan’s outlook remains
fraught with uncertainty. Abe will continue to face stiff opposition
to some of his proposed reforms and the yen will weaken further,
boosting inflation, which means real wages growth will remain
subdued and restrain consumer spending. One of Abe’s biggest
challenges is inflation due to the currency translation effect that
continues to outpace wages growth, which in turn limits
household spending power. In light of this, his Government
announced an emergency stimulus package worth ¥3.5 trillion to
go towards public works infrastructure spending, and to help
small businesses and households. Although positive, it adds
pressure on Government finances as the administration tries to
reduce the fiscal deficit.
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How
w real is the prospect of deflation inn the
Euroozone and what
w
else thrreatens recoovery?
Inflation has remainned below the ECB’s target raate of 2% for 22
conseecutive monthss, effectively meaning
m
deflatiion has alreadyy
takenn hold. It risks a continuation of the downward spiral bothh
in houusehold spend
ding and corporate investmennt as these
cruciaal sectors of thhe economy deelay spending and
a investment
in thee expectation that
t prices will fall further. Thhis then naturaally
leads to even higheer unemploymeent and sharplyy lower prices.
Givenn growth is at a virtual standsstill, a modest recovery is likeely
unlesss there are siggnificant econoomic, financial or
o political
shockks. Low househhold and business confidencee also indicatess
downnside risks irresspective of add
ditional stimuluus. Deflationaryy
presssures will continue given the lower oil prices, persistent
econoomic slack and
d high unemplooyment, but could be partly
offsett by the inflatioonary impact of
o a weaker currrency. Inflation
could
d turn mildly poositive but rem
main below targget, raising thee
questtion as to how long lower pricce expectationns will persist
and continue
c
to exeert a negative flow
f
through innfluence on
actuaal consumer annd business secctor behaviour well into the
futuree. With its deb
bt held by varioous European counterparts,
financcial market riskks are likely to remain elevatted.

How will Chinnese authoriities address their
ecconomy’s prredicted furtther slowdown?
Thhe deflation rissk lingering in C
China means the PBOC will be
b
inclined to cut innterest rates aggain, especiallyy if impending
fourth quarter 2014 GDP data comes in weakker than the
Goovernment’s 7..5% target. Theere are calls for further stimuulus
annd whilst the Government
G
maay bow to presssure, it has
efffectively ruled out a repeat oof 2008’s magnnitude of meassures,
whhich resulted inn higher debt llevels and unp
productive overrinvvestment. We expect a further slowdown with
w a real
prrobability that growth will bee below 7% – thhe weakest pacce
sinnce December 2001 (except at the height of
o the GFC). Wee do
noot foresee a strring of interestt rate cuts, althhough authoritties
may favour strucctural reforms that could gennerate a more
suustainable econnomic growth ttrajectory, while also opting for
f
more targeted and measured ffiscal and monetary policy.
Auuthorities are comfortable
c
wiith a slower paace of growth but
b
onne of its biggesst issues will bee the impact on the job markket
thhat in turn affeccts social stabiility, which is crucial to structtural
reeform.

Whaat caused thee surprise slowdown in growth in
the UK
U in the paast year?
Surprrising markets,, the UK growth slowdown was due to higher
imports and lower than
t
expected Government and
a business
investment. The ecoonomy is now 2.9% higher thhan its prerecesssion peak com
mpared to an exxpected 3.4%. Consumer
C
spend
ding appears to have steadieed and the receent plunge in oil
o
pricess should also help
h maintain consumer
c
spennding momentuum,
but thhe prospect off a hung parliam
ment in May’s general electioon
meanns political uncertainty may already
a
be haviing a softeningg
impacct on corporatee investment intensions. Manny believe the
electiion is one of thhe hardest to predict
p
in generations, causing
businnesses to put off
o investment decisions untill the result.
Softeer growth and relatively
r
weakk inflation, alonng with the
politiccal uncertaintyy, suggest the BOE is unlikelyy to raise
intereest rates. Inflattion fell to a 12-year low to haalf of its 2%
targeet, largely refleccting falling oil prices bringinng down travell
costs and real wagees showing possitive growth after
a
years of
declinne. The other surprise
s
was a further blowouut in the currennt
accouunt deficit to itts highest levell on record making the UK veery
vulneerable to suddeen changes in overseas
o
invesstors’ appetite
for thheir financial asssets.
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without takking account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Because
B
of this, you should,
s
before actingg on this information,, consider its
This infformation has been prepared
appropriateness, having reggard to your objectivves, financial situationn and needs. Projectiions given above aree predicative in charaacter. Whilst every efffort has been taken to ensure that the
assump
ptions on which the projections
p
are based
d are reasonable, the projections may be based on incorrect assumptions
a
or may not
n take into account known or unknownn risks and uncertaintties.
The ressults ultimately achieeved may differ mateerially from these proojections. This inform
mation has been prep
pared by Advance Assset Management Lim
mited ABN 98 002 5338 329 AFSL No. 240
0902.
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